
Script Unit 7.6 

 

Hello and welcome to the last unit of this chapter. 
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This unit will explain some of the functions that 3dt offers. 

 

If you have not created the tiling for HKUST-1 yourself, you can find it in the additional 

resources tab. There you will also find a collection of RCSR database entries that offer other 

tilings ready to be opened with 3dt. 

 

[3dt] 

Now, launch 3dt. And open the file HKUST-1_c_3dt_.cgd 

 

3dt then produces a tiling with random colours. Each class of tiles is coloured differently. In the 

tiling of HKUST-1, there are three different kinds of tiles. You can view this tiling from different 

angles. And you can give it a spin to have it turn on its own. 

 

The colours of the tiles can be changed, of course. You can choose other colours for each class 

of tiles, for individual tiles and for the single faces of the tiles. Just right click on the tiling and 

choose the corresponding option. Or you can recolour the whole tiling altogether. Click on Tiling, 

Recolor. 

 

You can delete tiles from this window. Right click on this tile and choose delete. And this works 

the other way around as well. Right click and then choose add tiles. 

 

You can not only view the tiling but additionally display the corresponding net as simple lines 

decorated with nodes. Click Net and then Update Net. This net can be further grown.... or 

deleted. 

 

You are probably familiar with the options from the view tab as they are very similar to the 

corresponding functions in VESTA and Mercury. 

 

In the controls window, we can modify the scene. And change for example the lighting or the 

material of the tiles. Overall this program offers the possibility to create very beautiful 

representations of network structures. 

 

Last but not least, you can export your artworks as raytraced images. Click File, choose 

raytraced image. And choose a place where you want to save the high-quality image.  

 

And with this very beautiful picture we end the last unit of the Crystal MOOC! 


